University Facility Fee Advisory Board
Minutes
Thursday, February 7, 2019
5:00-6:00 pm
303 GSB

Members Present
Nick Bohn Chair
Jacob Royer Vice Chair
Dillon Donaghy Secretary
Natalie Miller CVMBS
Quin Kuechenmeister Business
Arnold Paecklar Graduate School
Marie Cusick Liberal Arts
Logan Johnson Warner College
Madi Sanchez Health and Human Sciences
Kevin Clausen Agricultural Sciences
Rowan Hilend Natural Sciences
Mauri Richards Engineering

Associate Members
Anna Lamport Health and Human Sciences
Westin Musser Natural Sciences

Members at Large
Andrea Fairfield ASCSU

Other Members
Becca Mueller Program Manager
Tom Satterly Advisor

1. Presentation of project proposal-NESB - First Floor B-Wing-Kelly Curl
   a. Remodel of classrooms, bathrooms, hallway
      i. Bring all of these up to date, furniture in computer lab was of greatest need
      ii. Updating the tech in computer lab
      iii. Don't necessarily need floors done, but everything is needed
      iv. Lots of facilities are not up to date
      v. Potential for starting summer camps for recruitment of new student
   b. Reading of bylaws from Jacob--discussion of legitimacy of project
   c. Vote of legitimacy--in favor-11 against-0, Project is legitimized

2. Presentation of project Proposal - GA Classrooms-Dan Kozlowski
   a. General renovations for Yates 104, Engr B105, Engr B103 - Total of 575,000
      i. From Proposal-Engr E103 has been updated so not being pitched anymore
b. UFFAB Standard Improvements - Increase aesthetics, Provide comfortable environment, up to date tech, energy efficiency, acoustic neutrality
c. Engr B103, 105 – Not updated since ’96-‘97
   i. Out of date overall
   ii. Furniture in disrepair
   iii. Proposing flipped class layout-can switch b/w lecture style and multiple stations for group learning
d. Yates 104-Large lecture hall and lobby in Yates 1st floor
   i. Classroom is in disrepair
   ii. Update lighting and furniture in lobby-lighten up space-make it more usable
   iii. Update furniture in classroom
e. Total student impact yearly (based on averages) 7968
   i. Yates 104~ 6000
   ii. Engr B103~1000
   iii. Engr B105~1000
f. Vote of Legitimacy-- in favor-11 against-0, Project is legitimized